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With an exclusive cover and reading tape, this exclusive edition of Forbidden Planet will also feature the following bonus material: *A cover jacket with beautiful fan art. *An updated glossary of Arnesian and Antari terms. *Original thread (never seen before!) from within the world of the shadows of magic. *Two additional
exclusive stories from within the world of magic shadows: 1) The Consequence of the Triumph. 2) Unfinished Business: Part One. *Signed tip-in sheet. • Signed and numbered limited edition of 400 Continue V. E. Schwab New York Times bestseller Shades of Magic series with A Gathering of Shadows, now in a beautiful
collector's edition with exclusive features. Open a door to the epic fantasy trilogy that took the storm world a classic in doing. Kell is one of the last magicians with the ability to travel between parallel universes, linked by the magical city of London. Four months have passed since a mysterious obsidian stone fell into its
possession and met Delilah Bard. Four months since White London's Dane twins fell, and the stone was thrown with the dying body of Holland in Black London. Now Kell is visited by dreams of threatening magical events, which only wake up to think about Lila. And as Red London prepares for the Elementary Games an
international competition of magic a certain pirate ship approaches. But another London is coming back to life. The balance of magic is dangerous, and for a city to flourish, another must fall... But sometimesReally. I don't know about you, but I feel incredibly discouraged by the perspective of a book that is over 500 pages
long. There have been books that have been given to me or even bought me that doors have been stopped, but they have sounded really well, or they have been by authors I already know and love. The problem is, despite everything I want to immerse myself in history, it is always the size of the book that puts me out.
So much so that there are some books on my shelves that I've had for years and still haven't collected. Today it is not about the books that I have not yet had the courage to open. This is all the books over 500 pages (and over half are over 600!) that I really enjoyed immensely, and there was a decent number. They
usually stand out, but always so little. If you are brave enough to jump into what might be a long enough time to get over it, these are really funny books. The page numbers are taken from the versions of the books I have, so many differ slightly to any you have, however, the fact of the matter is: they are huge, friends.
The name of the wind, by Patrick Rothfuss – paperback 662 pages This book was absolutely incredible. I liked every second and felt attracted in history in a way few books did before. Sometimes I struggled with fantasy books of this size, and often I find myself having to skip reading whole sections because I get bored
with pages and pages of descriptions of the trees. But with theof the wind, I didn't get bored or lose concentration to all. Every word was somehow important and the way Rothfuss pulls out the story is so intentional and unique. A collection of shadows, by V.E. Schwab – paperback 508 pages This is one of my favorite
series of all time. I’ll read it again this year and look forward to it! The first of the series, A Darker Shade of Magic is about 400 pages, but the second, A Gathering of Shadows jumps to just over 500. As I said in the A Darker Shade of Magic review, the world Schwab created is so wonderful. Four different Londoners, four
degrees of magic and holiness, four different cities for magic to run sound in. The characters are now some of my favorites in fiction. If you haven't started this series, I highly recommend it. Strange the Dreamer, by Laini Taylor – paperback 532 pages The first in a Laini Taylor duology, Strange the Dreamer quickly
became my favorite. I love every sentence of this book. I've been hooked from the beginning. Lazlo's character is me, but 100 times. Lost in a world of books and make-believes, buried in a library most people do not visit, is inquisitive, is curious, yet he is fiercely passionate about what he loves. The fantasy plot becomes
more interesting as the pages turn and if you are in a little mystery, fantasy, and a touch of romance, then this a great book to collect. The second book is called Muse of Nightmares. The bookby Markus Zusak – paperback 554 pages I am not a great reader of historical narrative, not to mention stories about war, but I
read The Book Thief in one sitting on a cold Saturday in winter when I lived in England. I slipped under my duvet, leaned against the radiator and read and read. My copy arrived just over 550 pages, but it was worth it. I'm surprised how beautiful this book is and how much I liked it. I'd like to read it again and see if I like it
a second time, but I would strongly suspect that I would. Angelo di Cassandra Clare – paperback 567 pages One of the smallest books in this list, but still almost 600 pages. Although I liked the Shadowhunters book, I like the Infernal Devices series more than the Mortal Instruments. The series begins with Clockwork
Angel and follows Tessa Gray in Victorian England as she and Will Herondale and James ‘Jem’ Carstairs fight the demons and kill. You know, the usual Shadowhunter stuff. The positive side of this great book is that writing is not small, which means even if you feel like a great book, it actually didn't take too long to read.
Queen of Shadows, by Sarah J Maas – paperback 648 pages Every single book in this series surprises me. Queen of Shadows is the fourth book in the Throne of Glass series, so make sure you return to the first book, Throne of Glass, and make your way to this. This is one of those series that begins to a sort of
reasonable size (ToG paperback)only 400 pages) and become bigger as you go ahead. If you haven't taken the Glass Throne yet, then you really have to! Especially if you love the brilliant female MCs, wonderful worlds and crazy, dream novels, and a lot of moments that-on-land-only-happened. Eldest, by Christopher
Paolini – paperback 704 pages I highly recommend that you do not read this book unless, of course, you read Eragon (which is no more than 500 pages and therefore did not make the list) which is the first book of Christopher Paolini's Erection Cycle. I have a long story with this show. I read Eragon when I was 15, and
when I finished and read the back cover where it is said that the bio author started writing Eragon when he was only 15 years old. “This is the same age I am!” I thought. “If you can do that, so I can!” Of course, while I participated in NaNoWriMo for a few years and sometimes I remember that there were stories I was
telling, I still have to write and finish a book. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, by JK Rowling – paperback 636 pages I'd be worth not talking about a Harry Potter book in this mix. Goblet of Fire is where the number of pages really jumps in this series. If you have all your HP books aligned along your shelf then you will
know that (mostly) get bigger as the series goes on. While Goblet of Fire is not my favorite, of course, it is worth reading through because it is Harry Potter, my friends. I know.You know. I don’t know why I added it to the list. the lord of the rings, of J.R.R.R. tolkien – combined book 1 – 3 version 1137 pages this is baring,
I understand. But it's just cheating if you have these three books like three separate books. growing up, and actually still today, I had a combined novel containing all three, and yes it is a lot of pages. While I love the hobbit more than Lord of the rings (but only in its form of book – don't get me started on movies, but
basically nothing beats lotr,) and getting through the series lotr is a mission itself, how brilliant is history? if you can pass over the endless song elven and the description of trees to the real plot and the characters, then it is a real winner. the host, stephenie meyer – paperback 617 pages this was an incredibly strange
concept with which stephenie meyer worked, but I loved it! when the host was ocited in 2008, it was an independent novel. Now I found out that meyer confirmed that there will be two follow up books, and I don't know how I feel about it. Sometimes a stand-alone should remain a stand-alone. apart from this, if you are
looking for a science fiction-triangle/maybe love-like young adult novel, then this is a funny bed, and it is worth 600+ pages you will have to read to get to the end. bonuses out of the feet there are many good books over 500 pages, but not those I read. here is a list of books I havegood things on this are in my list tbr and
are over 500 pages: which are some books over 500 pages you can recommend? recommend?
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